
The Tipsy Cow is a concept that was created in 2017. 
We wanted to create a warm, welcoming space, where you 

could melt into a couch and relax with a drink in hand, 
and a smile on your face. 

A place that you can call your home away from home. 

Unwind and de-stress with your friends, your family, 
by yourself, or even with your dog. 

(Yes, we are dog friendly, because dogs are awesome!!)

We also have a Bottle Shop License. 
Ask us about our special off-license prices

The Tipsy Cow 
MALT & VINE Co.

Have a special day coming up? We are available for Free* Private Hire.
www.thetipsycow.com.au

contact@thetipsycow.com.au

#thetipsycowportmelbourne



BUBBLES

11

Canti Prosecco DOC    Veneto, Italy
Lively and crisp with delightful flavours of pear and peach. Light straw yellow in colour with 
fine & persistent bubbles. The perfect sparkling wine for any occasion.

Chandon S     Yarra Valley, VIC
Made from a blend of Chandon Sparkling and hand crafted Orange Bitters, Chandon S 
is a refreshing aromatic sparkling with zingy notes of orange and subtle spices.

MUMM Cordon Rouge NV   Epernay, France
The bubbles are rich on the palate, but never overpowering. The perfect balance is 
combined with a rounded, full vinosity. 

Veuve Clicqout Yellow Label Brut  Reims, France
Clear, light straw yellow with tiny persistent bubbles. Fresh yeasty green apple skin 
opening up to buttery tarte Tatin & gooseberry. Slight sweetness balanced by clean acidity.

MUMM Rosé     Epernay, France
Pale salmon pink colour with light orange highlights & abundant bubbles. A lively, 
dynamic attack reminiscent of fruits of the forest, & a freshness that is elegant, fine & subtle.

La Maschera Rosé    Barossa, SA
Strawberries and cream on the nose with clean, dry, vibrant palate and refreshing finish.

Take Home Bottles Available - Ask Us About Our Off-License Prices
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CHAMPAGNE
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Triennes Cotes de Provence Rosé  Provence, France
has a bouquet of strawberries and white flowers with hints of vanilla. It has the harmony and 
elegance that has earned world-wide appreciation of the Rosés of Provence.
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Chandon Brut NV    Yarra Valley, VIC
Well loved and a firm favourite by those who love a bit of bubble in their glass.  A benchmark 
for every other Australian sparkling to aspire to. Fresh, vibrant & always reliable.

Moet Chandon NV    Epernay, France
characterised by bright fruitiness and elegant maturity. The palate reveals subtle pear, 
citrus and brioche notes.
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Heggie’s Vineyard Riesling   (Eden Valley, SA)
Fresh and alluring aromas of citrus blossom, lemon zest and fresh green herbs. 
The palate is zesty and fresh with white jasmine and citrus flavours.

WHITE WINE

18
821 South Sauvignon Blanc   (Marlborough, NZ)
Mouth-watering zesty, 821 South Marlborough has a palate laden with citrus 
flavours lingering to a luscious, refreshing finish.

Montara Sauvignon Blanc   (Grampians, VIC)
An exceptional Sauvignon Blanc. Light and refreshing with aromas of lychee, tropical fruit, 
cut grass, spice. Displays fresh acidity, purity of fruit, and a lovely soft, rounded mouthfeel.

Pinot Grigio Delle Veneto IGT   (Veneto, Italy)
Semi-Dry, soft and well balanced with apple-citrus flavors. Intense straw yellow 
with greenish reflections. 

T’Gallant Cape Schanck Pinot Grigio  (King Valley, VIC)
Crisp and zesty, with pure aromas of nashi pears and candied citrus with a crunchy 
citrus finish. Balanced by a crisp acidity which gives the wine a lingering finish.

Church Road Pinot Gris   (Hawks Bay, NZ)
Attractive honeysuckle and apple aromas, with a palate-covering 
mouthfeel and a clean acid line to pull this complex wine together. Delicious.

Grant Burge Benchmark Chardonnay  (SA)
Youthful & fresh with white peach, pear & melon alongside generous spice and oak.
Fine balance and remarkable approachability.

Take Home Bottles Available - Ask Us About Our Off-License Prices
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Stonier Chardonnay    (Mornington, VIC)
Lifted and exotic aromas with grapefruit rind and ginger spice. A mouth filling palate 
with an array of citrus fruits, ripe peach and honeydew melon. A genuine lip-smacker!
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William Fevre Petit Chablis   (Burgundy, France)
Beginning with mineral grapefruit and flinty notes on the nose, this wine opens up 
superbly on the palate. Long, deep and subtle in flavour with crisp acid.
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St Hubert’s “The Stag” Pinot Noir  (Yarra Valley, VIC)
Immensely approachable and singing with vibrant fruit, this light-bodied Pinot Noir has 
raspberries, red currants and cherries on the nose.

RED WINE

18

Darlymple Pinot Noir    (Pipers River, TAS)
Has immediate appeal of sweet red fruits, balanced with a tight tannin structure and a 
long savoury finish. The presence of dried Italian herbs and floral rose notes on the nose.

Blackbilly GSM     (McLaren Vale, SA)
Ripe and fleshy up front black fruits combine well with a solid mid palate highlighting 
oak tannin and flavour. Crisp acidity keeps the freshness and appeal of this full-bodied style.

Running with Bulls Tempranillo  (Barossa, SA)
Opening with blueberries, black cherry and cocoa powder the aromas lead to hints 
of tobacco leaf, Sichuan pepper and rose water. 

Alamos Malbec     (Mendoza, Argentina)
The nose shows ripe black fruits, black pepper spice and floral notes. The mouthfeel is 
full yet soft and supple, with black raspberry and currant flavours mingled with notes of 
sweet spice and a touch of leather.

Earthworks Cabernet Sauvignon  (Barossa, SA)
Medium-full bodied, the palate has intense, bright and lively flavours of blackcurrants 
and blackberries with subtle notes of cassis and mint herb.

Seppelt The Drives Shiraz   (Heathcote, VIC)
The generous palate has up front pepper and spice combined with dark 
forest fruit flavours, finely structured tannins and well integrated cedary oak.

Take Home Bottles Available - Ask Us About Our Off-License Prices
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Chaffey Bros Shiraz    (Barossa, SA)
Deep crimson/purple in colour with a nose of cedar, spice and plum hinting at the mix of dark 
fruits and chocolate lurking on the rich structured palate. The wine shows a powerful depth of 
flavour with the plush lingering mouthfeel.
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Grant Burge ‘Fisell’ Shiraz   (Barossa, SA)
The bouquet is rich with plum, raspberries and dark cherries, with underlying hints of dark 
chocolate, coffee bean and spice. This super-rich, full-bodied wine has a sensual palate offering 
plenty of texture, fine velvety tannins and soft, round dark fruit flavour.
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Pilsner Urquell (Czech) 4.4%   10
The world’’s first and original Pilsner from Pilsen. It has an intensely 
hoppy, full-bodied flavour with a characteristically fine bitterness. 

Take Home Available
Ask Us About Our Bottle Shop Prices

DRAUGHT

Heineken (Holland) 5%    9
Crisp, clean and refreshing, this ever-popular beer is a classic 
European style Lager.

Sapporo (Japan) 5%    9 
Japan’s No.1. Tangy, tart hops feature, but there’s also plenty of 
malt backbone. 

Philter XPA (Sydney) 4.2%   11
Will meet you with tropical fruit aromas, delivering a distinctly 
refreshing hop flavour and leaving a balanced finish.

Goose IPA (VIC) 5.9%    11
Goose Island have taken a traditional English style and created 
their own fuller flavoured IPA that packs a hoppy punch.

Hoegaarden White Beer (Belgium) 4.9%  11
Easy-drinking with plenty of spicebox nuances. A crisp, fruity,
refreshing style. Intensely aromatic, with lemony fruit & spice.

Leffe Blonde (Belgium) 6.6%   13
Has a delicate aroma of smoked bacon which combines aromas 
beautifully with the more obvious aromas of caramel & toffee.

Schöfferhofer Hefe (Germany) 5%  12
The iconic German Wheat Beer, delivers typical flavours of cloves & 
spices with a hint of banana. 

White Rabbit Dark Ale (VIC) 4.9%  12
A great intensity with sweet tones. Medium hops with caramel 
& toffee notes that lingers Fantastically for considerable time.

Corona (Mexico) 4.5%    9
Displays a well-rounded character with pleasant malt & hop 
traditionally with a lime or lemon wedge to heighten the citrus.

Pressman’s Apple Cider (Goulburn) 4.5%  9
A fresh light, thirst-quenching cider with crisp apple notes. 
Made from 100% Goulburn Valley apples.

Somersby Pear Cider (Denmark) 4.5%  9 
Fresh & crisp cider made from fermented pear juice & natural 
pear flavouring. No artificial sweeteners, flavours or colourings.

Heineken 3 (Holland) 3%   7
Heineken 3 is an award winning lager that has a full bodied, fresh 
& clean taste. It’s bitterness enhances a smooth & balanced flavour.

Stella Artois (Belgium) 4.8 %  33cl Chalice $9 
Light golden in colour, Stella is a full flavoured premium lager which has 
fantastic bitterness provided from the Saaz hops blend coupled with sweet 
biscuity notes from the malt.

Pirate Life Pale Ale (SA) 5.4 %  Pot $7 Pint $12 
A homage to the fine US West Coast style Pale Ale’s. 
Bucket loads of big hops, a full malty backbone and a characterful yeast.

Colonial Porter (VIC) 6%   12
Rich roasted malts are the star attraction when it comes to this deep, dark 
porter. Big and bold but not overpowering.

Colonial Sour (WA) 4.6%   11
Pale, Wheat & Munich malts build a light body & hint of sweetness. A vibrant 
tropical aroma, & low bitterness to keep this golden sour light & refreshing.

Frothy (Matilda Bay) 4.2%   9
An easy drinking refreshing ale, with subtle fruity aroma and crisp finish. 
Proudly brewed with 100% local hops and barley.

BEER & CIDER



HAPPY HOUR 4–7pm EVERY DAY  
25% Off ALL COCKTAILS

SEASONAL COCKTAILS

Appletini
- Dangerously Easy  -

Zubrowka - Triple Sec
Lime - Baked Apple Bitters

Seabreeze
- Super Refreshing Bite  -

Ketel One - Ruby Grapefruit
Cranberry

Lychee & Chilli Martini
- Sweet, Light & Spice. Perfect  -

Ketel One - Lychee Syrup - Green Chilli Liqueur 
Lime - Egg White

Cucumber Cooler
- Someone say Summer  -

Hendricks - Cucumber - Lime 
Mint - Tonic

Pina Colada
- Sweet & Creamy -

Malibu - Plantation Pineapple Rum
Coconut Milk - Pineapple Juice

Aperol Spritz 
- Zesty herbal Refreshment - 

Chandon - Aperol
 Soda

The Hugo
- The perfect summer Aperitif - 
Chandon - St. Germain

Mint - Soda

Apricot Paradise
- So very fresh - 

Chandon S - Apricot Liquer 
Orange - Soda

Pisco Sour 
- Fruity & Smooth - 

Pisco - Lime - Gomme
 Egg White - Angostura Bitters

Amaretto Sour 
- Sweet Velvet - 

Dissarrono - Lime - Gomme
 Egg White - Angostura Bitters

Le Fizz 
- Floral & Refreshing - 

Grey Goose - St. Germain
 Lime or Lemon or Orange - Soda

Passionfruit Caprioska
- Tropical  Passion -

42 Below Passion Fruit 
Lime - Gomme

Caipirinha
- Brazil’s smooth, refreshing icon -

Cachaça - Cane Sugar
Lime

Daiquiri
- Sweet, Sour, Refreshing  -

Bacardi Oro - Lime
Gomme

$20 ($15 During Happy Hour)



HAPPY HOUR 4–7pm EVERY DAY  
25% Off ALL COCKTAILS

SIGNATURE COCKTAILS
$20 ($15 During Happy Hour)

Popcorn Sour 
- Sweet, Silky, Cinnamon Heaven -

Fireball Whiskey - Popcorn Syrup 
Lemon - Egg White

The Don
- Whisky Cocktail Perfection -

Bowmore Small Batch - Woodford Reserve - Maple Syrup 
Angostura Bitters - Aztec Chocolate Bitters

Lemon Meringue Martini
- When life gives you Lemon’s! -

Belvedere - Limoncello - Egg White 
Lemonade

Long Island Iced Tea
- The Ultimate Cocktail  -

42 Below - Bombay - Bacardi Oro - Espolon - Triple Sec 
Lime - Lemon - Coke

Salted Caramel Espresso Martini
- Our Twist on the Modern Classic -

Bacardi Oro - Baileys 
Salted Caramel Syrup - Dbl Espresso

Jengibre Jefe
- Spicy Sweet Hit  -

Reposado Espolòn - Lime - Honey & Ginger Syrup  
Jalapeno -  Ginger Beer

Spiced Chocolate
- As the name suggests! -

Patrón XO Café Incendio 
Reposado Espolòn - Kahlúa

Huey Louie Drambuie 
- Fruity, Sweet & Fresh -

Bulleit Bourbon - Drambuie - Cucumber 
Orange Bitters - Pineapple Juice

Blood Orange Negroni
- Take your Negroni to the next level  -
Dewar’s 12yr - Campari - 
Blood Orange Liqueur

Moscow Mule
- Ginger Zing Refreshment -

42 Below - Lime - Ginger Beer
Elderflower Syrup - Bitters

Espresso Martini
- how your morning coffee should be! -

Ketel One - Kahlúa - Triple Sec
 Espresso - Egg White

Bramble 
- Burst of Sweet & Slightly Tart   -

Bombay - Lemon
Crème De Mure

Pink Lady
- Gin Sour -

Hayman’s Sloe Gin  - Lemon
Egg White - Grenadine - Gomme

Dark & Stormy #1
- Tall & Refrshing -

Gosling Black Seal -  Oakheart Spiced Rum 
Lime - Ginger Beer



HAPPY HOUR 4–7pm EVERY DAY  
25% Off ALL COCKTAILS

ANCESTRAL COCKTAILS

Old Fashioned
- Basic & Perfect -

Bulleit or Dewars 12 or Bacardi Oro or Espolon 
Angostura Bitters - Demerara Sugar

Whisky Sour 
- Timeless. Sweet & Sour -

Dewar’s 12yr or Bulleit 
Lemon - Gomme - Egg White

Penicillin 
- Slightly smoky, slightly zingy, totally spot on! -

Dewar’s 12yr - Lemon - 
Honey & Ginger Syrup - Laphroig

Sazerac 
- Spice, Citrus & Aromatic -

Bulleit Rye - Absinthe 
Peychaud’s Bitters - Demerara Sugar

Aviation
- Citrus, notes of Herbs & Flowers  -

Jinzu - Maraschino
Lemon - Lavender

Negroni 
- Bitter & Delicately Balanced -

Tanqueray 10 - Campari 
Sweet Vermouth

Charlie Chaplin 
- For those with a Sweet Tooth -

Hayman’s Sloe Gin - Apricot Liqueur
Lime - Gomme

Martini 
- For the Purest  -

Belvedere or Tanqueray 10 or 1800 Anejo
Dry, Perfect or Dirty

French Martini
- Sweet, Velvety & Berry  -

Grey Goose - Crème De Mure
Pineapple

Mojito
- Uplifting Refreshment!  -

Bacardi Oro or Malibu 
Mint - Demerara Sugar - Lime

The Margarita
- Tangy Deliciousness  -

Reposado Espolòn - Triple Sec or Chilli Liquer
Lime - Agave

Cosmopolitan
- Lipsmackingly Sweet & Sour -

42 Below - Triple Sec 
Cranberry - Lime

Mai Tai
- Sweet, Short & Strong  -

Bacardi Oro - Triple Sec - Orgeat
Lime - Gomme

Southside 
- Al Capone can’t be wrong  -

Bombay - Mint
Lime - Gomme - Soda

$20 ($15 During Happy Hour)



Aberlour A’bundah 59.8% Speyside  15ml $10 $17/$30
Oloroso (Sherry) aged Single Malt - offers tasty notes of dried fruit, 
sherry, dark chocolate and spice.

SCOTCH

Glen Grant 10yo 40% Speyside    $10/$18
A brilliant introduction into the complex and flavoursome world of 
aged single malts with approachable flavours of hazelnut and ripe 
orchard fruits.

Glenfiddich 18yo 40% Speyside  15ml $13 $22/$39
Truly superb single malt aged in Oloroso (Sherry) and Bourbon casks. 
This has created an amazingly smooth, mellow, and full flavoured 
whisky.

Singleton Spey Cascade 40% Speyside  $10/$18
Made with a balanced mix of whiskies aged in both bourbon and Sherry 
casks. The result is warming with baked orchard fruits, demerara sugar and 
golden barley.

Aultmore 12yr  46% Speyside    $15/$26
The smoothest example on Speyside, this classic, fruity style with no peat 
smoke. Bottled to celebrate the brightness of the barley and crystal clarity of 
the wood sugar, balanced with grassy, herbal notes.

Glenmorangie Quinta 46% Highland  $13/$23
Initially matured in Bourbon casks, then extra matured in Port casks, 
little herbal to create the chocolate, minty notes of The Quinta Ruban.

Glenmorangie Lasanta 46% Highland  $14/$25
A traditional, non-chill filtered Whisky aged in Sherry and 
Bourbon casks. Extra-long maturation lends elegance, depth and 
warmth, and a soft, rich palate that is tantalising and entrancing.

Macallan Sienna 43% Highland   15ml $14 $25/$44
A rich burnt orange colour with a subtle aroma of vanilla & 
finish has been described as gentle smooth & warming.

Balvenie 12yo 40% Speyside   $13/$23
Rich and smooth. It’s characterised by rich honey sweetness and a delicate 
layer of Sherry that lingers on the palate.

Glenfiddich 15yo 40% Speyside   $15/$26
Innovatively matured in three types of oak cask: sherry, bourbon and 
new oak, before being married in their unique, handcrafted crème Oregon 
pine Solera vat. Giving its warm, spicy flavours.

The Glenlivet 15yo 40% Speyside   $14/$25
By using new French oak casks to finish this scotch, a fantastic vanilla 
and spice character is leeched into the whisky. This compliments the sweet 
malt and floral characters perfectly.

Craigellachie 13yr 46% Speyside   $15/$26
Craigellachie is an unapologetically unique and challenging Single Malt. 
A stubborn, sulphurous single malt, condensed in rusted worm tubs on an 
inhospitable rocky bluff.

Glenmorangie Nectar 46% Highland  $14/$25
A touch of malty spice and berry fruits with good oaky tannins and notes. 
The finish is long with a good oaked note.

Glenmorangie 18yo 43% Highland  15ml $10 $18/$32
A full, rounded flavour, starting with grapefruit & orange. Savour the 
rich, sticky date and fig flavours as they are heightened by the unexpected 
caress of wood smoke.

Macallan 12yo Dble Cask 43% Highland   $16/$28
Smooth, sweet and balanced. The defining style is American oak – 
orange, the citrus and light oak balanced by the expected Macallan 
character of rich fruit and wood spice.

Glendronach 12yo 43% Highland    $12/$21
Rich and enticing. Beautiful initial fruit flavours followed by wave after 
wave of caramel, ginger, nutmeg, custard, caramel. 



Oban Little Bay 43% Highland  15ml $11 $19/$33 
Oban Little Bay is married in the smallest casks available at the distillery, 
200-litre ex-bourbon barrels. This has resulted in a rich whisky with 
notes of stone fruit, spice and honey.

SCOTCH

Aberfeldy 12yr 40% Highland   $14/$25
A smooth dram of heather and honey. As golden in hand as the gold in its 
water source. Gold - San Francisco World Spirit Awards 2017

Laphroaig 1/4 Cask 48% Islay    $18/$32
A nose of burning peat embers and hints of coconut and bananas, then 
followed by a palate that is deep and complex with smoky flavours. Still 
quite gentle with a hint of sweetness, has a long, spicy and smoky finish.

Caol Ila 12yo 43% Islay     $15/$26
The clean, appetising nose shows subtle citrus fruit with just a puff of 
smoke. Firm and smooth, it begins sweetly then yields a fragrant 
smokiness and a sweet-smoky, lingering finish.

Lagavulin 16yr 43% Islay     $15/$26
Has a strong peat, smoke and seaweed nose that is followed by a nutty 
complexity and light fruitiness. In the mouth characters of Charcoal, dry 
woodiness and iodine followed by chilli chocolate and a hint of toffee.

Dewar’s The Vintage 18yr 40% Highland  $15/$26
The method double-aging, allows all of the older and characterful whiskies to 
mingle before bottling with resulting flavours of nut and marzipan, to name 
a few.

Glenfarclas 105 Cask 60% Highland  15ml $13 $23/$40
Delivering a concentrated, medium dry, peppery attack. Finishes with 
flashes of dates, creme-caramel & crunchie bar before drying oatmeal, 
toffee apple & dappled explosions of sweet spice.

Oban 14yo 43% Highland    15ml $10 $18/$32
A magnificent balance between malt and peat. Aged for 14 years, slightly 
longer than most at the same price point, Oban is a whisky for those who 
love their Scotch’s rich, smooth and intense.

The Deveron 12yr 40% Highland    $13/$23
Using five small copper pot stills and unusual horizontal condensers that 
gently coax extra character from the spirit, The Deveron is a light, fruity 
and approachable spirit with some hints of nutty notes.

Laphroaig 10yo 40% Islay     $14/$25
The palate is rich with subtle sweet hints and complex layers of salt 
peatiness that evolve on the palate and continue to the long and dry finish. 
That signature rich smoke and seaweed character with a hint of sweetness.

Lagavulin Distiller’s 43% Islay   15ml $16 $28/$49
A really distinctive and distinguished dram, full of peat with the Pedro 
Ximinez sherry wood naturally has a big say. This is a more mellow 
Lagavulin, not quite as deep or intensely flavored as the 16.

Askaig 100 Proof 57.1% Islay   15ml $11 $20/$35
With notes of sweet fruit, peat smoke and minerality, this is a benchmark 
Islay whisky and a great peaty dram.

Royal Brackla 12yr 40% Highland  15ml $10 $18/$32
‘The King’s Own Whisky’ King William IV bestowed ‘’Royal’’ status to Brackla, 
in 1835. A distilling heritage that spans more than two centuries and pre-
serves the unparalleled quality of a rather special spirit.

Glenglassaugh Torfa 50% Highland  15ml $11 $20/$35
Glenglassaugh Torfa, with its smoky, peaty, phenolic nature, is a 
expression and quite different to the usual type of whisky produced in 
the Highlands.

Dewar’s The Ancestor 12yr 40% Highland  $11/$19
Some good oak spice is also previlent along with some heather. The finish is 
dry with some cleansing maltiness, a surprisingly long finish that is complex 
and warming.

Dewar’s The Monach 15yr 40% Highland  $13/$23
A blend of very rare vintage single malt and single grain Scotch Whiskies. 
The blend is then married in oak casks for a light, velvety finish.



Talisker 18yo 45.8% Isle of Skye   15ml $15 $27/$47
Mature, mild-mannered and sweet to begin with, with less smoke and 
the chilli pepper than younger expressions. Flavours and aromas build 
up in the glass to reveal a truly energetic dram

SCOTCH

Johnnie Walker Black 40% Scotland   $10/$18
Aged for 12 years, which mellows the aromas and flavours of this iconic spirit 
quite magnificently. Smoother, more intense and a genuine pleasure to have 
in your glass

Bowmore Small Batch 40% Islay    $12/$21
Beautiful balance between sweet & savory. The nose is full of vanilla with 
fudge, fresh sea air and peaty smoke followed by a mouth-watering with 
palate of citrus, vanilla & cinnamon.

Talisker Storm 45.8% Isle of Skye    $14/$25
A dram of complexity, nuance and strength. With a sweet warmth on 
nose and front palate that gives way to a briny and peppery finish. 
Talisker Storm is a truly tempestuous single malt.

Highland Park 12yr 40% Orkney    $14/$25
Honey and toasted barley mingles with a perfectly balanced unique 
waft of peat and brine. An exceptionally soft, silky entry. Spice and smoke 
lingering before a honey fade.



Bulleit 40%     $9/$16
Bulleit’s unique 175-year-old recipe includes a large amount 
of rye grain. It’s full-bodied and spicy with a long, smooth finish.

BOURBON & RYE WHISKEY

Blanton’s Original 46.5%    $12/$21
The taste profile is sweet with citrus and oak. A creamy vanilla 
nose features of nuts, caramel, orange and light chocolate. 
Blanton’s Original set the standard for single barrel bourbons.

Russell’s Reserve Single Barrell 46.5%  $12/$21
Big, bold and warming Whiskey that explodes on the palate. 
Matured in charred casks under the intense Kentucky sun.

Woodford Double Oak 43.2%   $12/$21
Matured in separate, charred oak barrels adding a rich and colourful 
flavour. Before bottling, the second barrel is deeply toasted before a light 
charring – extracting additional amounts of soft, sweet oak character.

Woodford Rye 45.2%    $12/$21
Delivers bold flavours of pepper and tobacco with a long fruit 
and sweetly spiced finish.

Bulleit 95 Straight Rye 45%   $10/$18
Classic rye complexity. The palate delivers a wonderfully crisp, concentrated, 
spicy rye profile; mustard seed combines with dustings of dark chocolate and 
vanilla on the finish.

Booker’s 62.95%     $15/$27 
Bottled straight from the barrel - uncut and unfiltered. This rare 
Bourbon is best enjoyed neat with flavours of oak, giving smoky 
vanilla, mocha and coffee with a clean & intense finish.

Maker’s Mark 40%    $10/$18
A unique and full-flavored, hand-made Bourbon, made hints 
using the old-style sour-mash method.

Eagle Rare 10yr 46.5%    $12/$21
The rareness of this great bourbon is most evident in its heavily 
beguiling and complex nose.

Woodford Reserve 40%    $11/$19
Complex and balanced with rich vanilla flavours layered with oak, 
spice & a smooth finish, all derived from a meticulous production process.

Sazerac Rye 45%    15ml $10 $18/$32
The Rye flavour mixes in well with light fruity/crisp, mint some 
spiciness and evergreen. You get a fruity, cinnamon, caramel mixed
 with mint scent.



Southern Comfort US 30%    $8/$14
A fusion of peach, spices and Bourbon that captures the 
essence of America’s South.

NEW WORLD WHISKEY

Ballantine’s Finest Scotland 40%   $9/$16
One of the world’s best blended Scotch Whisky’s & is blended with 
50 single malts, 4 single grains & most important of all those is the 
signature malts of Miltonduff & Glenburgie.

Nikka Coffey Malt (Japan) 45%  15ml $11 $19/$33
Semi-sweet aromas of creamy soda, creme caramel, vanilla bean 
and shortbread. A gorgeous, one of a kind, melt in your mouth 
malt that’s a must try.

Jameson Ireland 30%    $9/$16
Famous for being incredibly smooth and palatable. It is matured 
in bourbon and oloroso sherry casks for between 4 and 7 years.

Starward Two Fold VIC 40%    $11/$19
Bringing together two iconic Australian grains; wheat and malted barley, 
STARWARD has created a distinctly approachable, well rounded whisky. 
Fully matured in Australian red wine barrels.

Fireball Cinnamon Canada 33%   $9 /$15
With a strong cinnamon taste that is best served in a shot, 
Fireball Whisky is both hot and cold, smooth yet with a bite and 
sweet but spicy.

Nikka Taketsuru Malt Japan 43%  15ml $10 $17/$30
Forward and straight pallet with juicy mouth feel, yet retaining 
very gentle and sophisticated heat. Sweet apricots and peach 
dominate at first, leading to vanilla and subtle hints of ripe grape.

Canadian Club Canada 37%    $8/$14
Blended before aging in white oak barrels for a full six years, 
Canadian Club, is a benchmark whisky with an extremely 
smooth, approachable, & versatile taste profile.

Hellyers Road 10yr Tasmania 46%    $15/$26
This 10 Year Old single malt whisky is distilled from Tasmanian grown 
malted barley, pure rainwater and yeast. American White Oak barrels are 
used to mature this bespoke malt that delivers a smooth and balanced taste.

Starward Solera VIC 43%    $13/$22
Filled with rich, toasty caramel, crème brulee, more fruit, pepper, 
sandalwood, nutmeg and marzipan. A full, sweet, juicy mouthfeel, 
with a youthful, spicy, dry finish.



Bombay Sapphire 40% (UK)  $9 / $16 
The incomparable taste of Bombay Sapphire is the result of ten carefully 
selected botanical ingredients coupled with a unique distillation process. 
Considered one of the worlds true icon Gin’s.

GIN

Sipsmith London Dry 41.6% (UK)  $13 / $23
Made using a very traditional recipe which produces a particularly dry gin 
with zesty, citrus finish. The quintessential expression of a classic, traditional 
London Dry Gin. Bold, complex & aromatic & smooth enough for a Martini.

The Botanist 46% (Scotland)  $14 / $24 
The botanicals used comprise of nine classic gin varietals, plus 22 wild, 
Islay botanicals. The result is a highly distinctive, complex, floral gin 
with outstanding finish and impeccable provenance.

Hendrick’s 41.4% (Scotland)  $12 / $22 
With Hendrick’s you get an unexpected infusion of cucumber & rose petals 
that results in a most iconic Gin.

Gin Mare 42.7% (Spain)   $14 / $25 
The uniqueness of Gin Mare lays on its Mediterranean ingredients, being the 
only Gin using Arbequina Olives, Rosemary, Thyme and Basil as its main 
botanicals. The result is a delicate Gin with a savoury twist.

Haymans Sloe Gin 26% (UK)  $9 / $16 
This goreous Gin delivers bitter and sweet notes, complemented with a rich, 
sweet blackcurrant, fruity nose. 

Bombay Dry 43% (UK)   $9 / $16 
Brilliant clarity. A traditional London-Dry bouquet - typically piney, peppery 
and woody with hints of jasmine and aeration further highlighting the 
juniper.

Hippocampus 41.5% (WA)   $12 / $22 
The Hippocampus is a dry gin with superb juniper character and subtle fla-
vours from botanicals including orange and lemon peel, coriander and cubeb 
pepper.  A well-balanced gin with a smooth mouth feel and a superb finish.

Bass & Flinders 40% (Mornington)  $13 / $24
Combines eight botanicals including juniper berries, Angelica root, 
liquorice is root and lime. A delicate burst of citrus flavours enhances the 
smooth quality of our hand-crafted Shiraz grape spirit.

Four Pillars Shiraz 37.8% (Yarra)  $14 / $24
Aromatically it shows fresh pine needles, citrus and spice, & distinct peppery, 
dense raspberry notes. The palate is lovely & sweet with a long juniper and 
spice character on the finish.  

Tanqueray No. Ten 47.3% (UK)  $14 / $24
Finest botanicals picked at the peak of their freshness. The only Gin in the 
World Spirits Hall of Fame, it is made from the highest quality spirit & finest 
botanicals & delivers distinctly citrus flavours of grapefruit, oranges & limes.

Jinzu 41.3% (UK)    $13 / $24
Enhanced with delicate layers of Japanese Botanicals, Jinzu is a classic Brit-
ish Gin that is infused with cherry blossom, yuzu and a hint of sake.

Ableforths BathTub Gin 43% (UK)  $14 / $25
An extraordinary award-winning gin from Ableforth’s. Made using the 
traditional method of Cold Compounding infused with ingredients including 
Juniper, Orange Peel, Coriander, Cinnamon, Cloves and Cardamom.

Sipsmith London Cup 29.5% (UK)  $11 / $19
A refreshing and aromatic gin-based cup, inspired by the ubiquitous punches 
and cups found in 1800s London. By blending their award-winning London 
Dry Gin with Earl Grey tea, lemon verbena and borage.



Archie Rose 40% (Sydney)   $11 / $19
Archie Rose Original Vodka is carefully distilled in a handmade 300L 
copper pot still constructed in Tasmania by Australia’s only still maker. 
Complex, clean and crisp, with subtle notes of fresh apple and mint

VODKA

Grey Goose 40% (France)   $11 / $18
Grey Goose, the ‘World’s Best Tasting Vodka’, as awarded by the Beverage 
Testing Institute is distilled using the finest French wheat from Picardy (the 
‘bread basket of France’) and blended with spring water.

42 Below 40.02% (New Zealand)  $10 / $18
One of the purest expressions of Vodka. The delicate flavour and rich mouth 
feel come from use of the highest quality ingredients and advanced 
production methods.

Alchemy Quinoa Vodka 40% (VIC)  $11 / $19
This Vodka is enhanced by the warm nutty flavours that the Quinoa lends to 
the spirit. Great with bold mixers such as ginger beer and honey. A sip-able 
Vodka designed to be enjoyed as cold as possible over ice.

St Remy VSOP 37% (France)  $9 / $16
The world’s No 1 French Brandy, St Remy is produced with grapes 
harvested from legendary French vineyards, such as Bordeaux, 
Burgundy and Vallé du Rhone.

Belvedere 40% (Poland)   $11 / $18
Belvedere was the world’s first super premium vodka & represents the pin-
nacle of the Polish Vodka. Belvedere is exclusively distilled using Dankowskie 
Gold Rye & is additive free and quadruple distilled for greater purity

Zubrowka Bison Grass 40% (Poland) $10 / $18
Using harvested Bison grass, the grass is dried then used to flavour 
the spirit with a single blade left in each bottle. As quite an aromatic 
Vodka, it is best enjoyed ice cold and neat.

Crystal Head 37.5% (Canada)  $14 / $25 
Crystal Head is a multi-award winning, ultra-premium vodka, 
contains no additives and is naturally gluten-free. Silky smooth 
with a hint of sweetness and vanilla. A sweet, creamy finish.

Ketel One 40% (Netherlands)  $10 / $18
Ketel One Vodka delivers a crisp and sophisticated taste and flavour.
Crafted from small batches using copper pot stills, Ketel One Vodka maintains 
the traditions of its Dutch Heritage.

Hennessey VS 40% (France)  $12 / $20
A complex blend of more than forty eaux-de-vie (brandy parcels) 
from the four premier growing areas of the Cognac region.

COGNAC & BRANDY



Havana Club Anejo 3 40% (Cuba)         $9 / $16 
The 3-Year-Old Añejo is a traditional white rum that is aged naturally 
for 3 years to enhance the intense aromas and flavours.

RUM

Oakheart Spiced 35% (Puerto Rico)  $9 / $16
Aged in charred oak barrels to impart a rich and smoky taste. The 
Oakheart is decadently smooth on the palate with an exciting spice kick.

Appleton Estate Signature 40% (Jamaica) $10 / $17
A combination of several rums of different styles and ages.  
Made up of 15 different select aged rums.

Plantation Dark Rum 40% (France)   $10 / $18
The essence of Plantation Rum Original Dark is the wealth of its palate & 
technique of double ageing. Rums of Trinidad aged in their tropical climate
in American oak barrels under high heat before travelling to France.

Cana Rio Cachaca 40% (Rio De Janeiro)        $9 / $16 
Cana Rio Cachaca comes from the house of Fazenda Soledade in 
the state of Rio de Janeiro. Cana Rio Cachaca is produced using only fresh 
sugarcane juice sourced from fields at an altitude of 800m

Plantation Pineapple Rum 40% (France)  $10 / $18
The essence of Plantation Rum Original Dark is the wealth of its palate & 
technique of double ageing. Rums of Trinidad aged in their tropical climate
in American oak barrels under high heat before travelling to France.

Bacardi Carta Oro Gold 37.5% (Puerto Rico) $9 / $16
Smooth and sweet with just the right balance of Vanilla and toasted 
Almond flavours. One of the cleanest tasting Rums you will find.

Cargo Cult Spiced 40% (Oceania)  $11 / $19
Cargo Cult is a spiced rum made with Oceanian sugarcane. 
A blend of rums from Australia, Fiji and Papua New Guinea

Appleton Estate 12yo 43% (Jamaica)   $12 / $21
A true expression of the master blenders craft and passion. 
Hand selected golden rums make up Rare Blend 12-year-old.

Gosling’s Black Seal Rum 40% (Bermuda)         $12 / $21 
A rich, intricate flavour, well balanced and nuanced with butterscotch, 
vanilla and caramel. 80 Proof.

Malibu 21% (Barbados)   $8 / $14
An iconic coconut spiced Rum that is a must have in many tropical 
cocktails.



Patron XO Cafe Incendido 30% (US) $14 / $25
An extraordinary blend of ultra-premium tequila and the natural essences of 
the finest coffee. Unlike most coffee liqueurs, the taste is more dry than sweet

TEQUILA

1800 Añejo 38% (Mexico)   $12 / $21
Using 100% Weber Blue Agave. Añejo is aged in French Oak Barrels for a 
minimum of 14 months. Spicy & well-rounded with flavours of toasted oak, 
vanilla and butterscotch.

Tequila Corralejo Anejo 40% (Mexico) $16 / $28
Has been aged for 12 months in new American oak barrels, perfectly 
charred inside to give the Anejo Tequila a sweet and gentle smoky flavour.

Patron XO Dark 30% (US)   $14 / $25 
A perfect combination of Mexican Arbol Chile with rich decadent
essence of Criollo chocolate and tequila.

Espolon Reposado 40% (Mexico)  $9 / $16
Handcrafted from 100% pure blue agave. A bold full-bodied tequila 
vanilla and brown spice flavours and a long, spicy finish.

Don Juan Mezcal 37% (Mexico)  $11 / $19
Don Juan is made from 100% Blue Agave. not overly smoky, good starter 
mezcal.



Capi Dry Tonic (VIC)    3.50 
Part of the Capi Premium Craft Range, It’s crisp, dry as 
a bone, made with the best natural quinine.

Just because you’re not drinking ABV doesn’t mean it has to be boring!

NON ALCOHOLIC
Capi Lemon (VIC)    3.50 
Natural lemons, cold-pressed grapefruit oils, and lemon essential 
oils. It’s smooth, not too sweet, crisp, and tastes like, well, lemon.

Capi Still Mineral Water (VIC)   2.50 
Award-winning Australian Mineral Water sourced just 50 minutes 
outside Melbourne. Filtered through mineral-rich rock formations.

Capi Sparkling Mineral Water (VIC)  2.50
In case one award-winning mineral water wasn’t enough!

Coke Zero      3
Great taste. Zero Sugar. That refreshing Coca-Cola flavour 
and low in kilojoules.

Bundaberg Ginger Beer (VIC)   4 
The renowned real ginger flavour of Bundaberg Ginger 
Beer has no substitute.

Red Bull Sugar-Free     6
No Sugar, 100% Wings. Only 3 calories per 100 ml.

Schwepps Dry Ginger Ale    3.50 
Made with a unique blend of ginger sourced from Australia and the 
opposite corner of the globe.

Schwepps Bitter Lemon   3.50
Made with quinine, for those who enjoy the sophisticated 
pleasure of a unique adult taste.

Orange Juice     3
Apple Juice     3
Pineapple Juice    3

Lemon-Lime Bitters    4.50
Made our way, using Capi Lemon, mixed with fresh Lime 
& Angosturra Bitters, tall over ice.

Espresso 2.50  Double Espresso 3.50
Long Black 3.50  Green Tea  3
Lime, Ginger & Lemongrass Tea  3

Tod Toddy
Honey & Ginger Syrup, Lemon, Apple, Angostura Bitters, 

Cinnamon, Orange & Cloves, Hot Water

Bloody Shame
Tomato Juice, Lemon, Worcestershire Sauce, 

Tabasco, Celery Bitters, Salt & Pepper

Himalayan Iced Tea
Green Tea, Mint, Honey & Ginger Syrup, Lemon

Julep
Mint, Cranberry, Sugar Syrup, Bitter Lemon

Virgin Mojito
Apple, Lime, Mint, Ginger Beer, Demarara Sugar

Elderflower Blossom
Elderflower, Apple, Lemonade

Espresso Tonic
Double Espresso, Lime Juice, Gomme, 

Topped with Capi Dry Tonic.

Cranberry Spritz 
Cranberry Juice, Orange Juice, Lime Juice, Mint,

Soda. 

SOFTAILS - $9


